Nevada Democratic Caucus Survey
Topline Results
N= 1,236 Potential Democratic Caucus Goers
February 8-10, 2016
REGISTERED: Are you currently registered to vote in Nevada?
Yes, registered
No, not registered

100
--

________________________________________________________________________
SEX: And now for your sex.
Male
41
Female
59
________________________________________________________________________
AGE: And now for your age.
18-29
16
30-45
20
46-64
32
65+
32
________________________________________________________________________
GOVOTER: How likely do you think it is that you will participate in the Democratic
Presidential Caucus coming up on February 20th?
Definitely voting
67
Probably voting
21
Probably not voting
-Still deciding
12
________________________________________________________________________
PAST: Have you ever participated in a Presidential Caucus before?
Past caucus attendee
45
First time attendee
55
________________________________________________________________________

BALLOT: If the Nevada Democratic Caucus was being held today, for whom do you
think you would vote for?
Hillary Clinton, definite
Hillary Clinton, could change mind
Hillary Clinton, lean
Undecided
Bernie Sanders, lean
Bernie Sanders, could change mind
Bernie Sanders, definite

34
8
3
9
4
9
32

COLLAPSED_BALLOT:
Hillary Clinton
45
Bernie Sanders
45
Undecided
9
________________________________________________________________________
TRUST: Regardless of whom you are supporting, which candidate do you think is the
most honest and trustworthy?
Hillary Clinton
29
Bernie Sanders
53
Both equal
18
________________________________________________________________________
CARES: Which candidate would you say cares more about people like you?
Hillary Clinton
36
Bernie Sanders
49
Both equal
15
________________________________________________________________________
PROG: Which candidate do you consider to be the progressive candidate in the current
Democratic race for President?
Hillary Clinton
36
Bernie Sanders
49
Both equal
15
________________________________________________________________________
FND: While Hillary Clinton was Secretary of State, the Clinton Foundation received
millions in foreign donations and did not disclose them, despite her promising President
Obama that she would do so. Does this make you more or less likely to support her?
Much more likely
20
Somewhat more likely
15
Somewhat less likely
29
Much less likely
35
________________________________________________________________________

TAXES: Bernie Sanders says he wants to increase taxes on corporations in order to
improve income equality, while other say this money would go to pay for new
government spending programs. Does this make you more or less likely to support him?
Much more likely
27
Somewhat more likely
34
Somewhat less likely
20
Much less likely
19
________________________________________________________________________
BANK: Hillary Clinton supported the Wall Street bailout and big banks have given her
over $1.6 million dollars in campaign contributions and speaking fees. Does this make
you more or less likely to support her?
Much more likely
19
Somewhat more likely
18
Somewhat less likely
32
Much less likely
31
________________________________________________________________________
SPEND: Bernie Sanders has proposed trillions in new government spending, including
$15 trillion dollars more for a government run health care program. Does this make you
more or less likely to support him?
Much more likely
24
Somewhat more likely
29
Somewhat less likely
22
Much less likely
25
________________________________________________________________________
FBI: Recently several news organizations have reported that the FBI could indict Hillary
Clinton over her handling of her email server. How concerned are you that she could
actually face such an indictment?
Very concerned
19
Somewhat concerned
23
Not at all concerned
58
________________________________________________________________________
MARRY: Are you married?
Married
54
Not married
46
________________________________________________________________________
UNION: Are you a member of a union?
Culinary Worker
4
Other labor unions / teachers association
13
Do not belong to a union
84
________________________________________________________________________

PARTY: What political party do you most closely identify with?
Democrat
72
Republican
6
Independent / something else
23
________________________________________________________________________
REGION:
Clark County
66
Washoe County
18
Rural
16
________________________________________________________________________
Methodology: The sample size for the survey is 1,236 likely Democratic caucus goers in Nevada taken from
a listed sample of registered voters who are modeled as strong or weak Democrats. The margin of error is +/2.9%. 867 interviews were completed using automated telephone technology and 369 were conducted using
mobile phones. All interviews were conducted February 8-10, 2016 by TPC Research. The total percentages
for responses may not equal 100% due to rounding.

